Some antigen-antibody reactions as they are observed in the testtube may be divided, for convenience of study, into two phases: (i) combination, and (2) the secondary aggregation which results in flocculation or agglutination. When strong concentrations of the reactants are mixed--potent hemagglutinin or precipitin and its homologous antigen--the second phase becomes immediately visible and obviously the necessarily precedent phase, combination, must have been almost instantaneous. This rapid combination cannot be explored by current immunological technic, but the second phase is susceptible of rather accurate quantitative study if suitable dilutions are used. The Ramon (constant antigen) and the Dean and Webb (constant antibody) titrations exemplify practical uses of measuring the velocity of reaction.
by proportional dilution of both reactants. At this equivalence point, doubling the dilution resulted in about a 2.6 fold increase of the time of particulation; i. e., the ratios are different. Jones and Little (5) found linear relationships in the volumes of precipitates formed by graded quantities of crystalline ovalbumin. Locke and Main (6) , in a study of diphtheria toxin-antitoxin flocculation, observed a linear relationship between the L//Lo ratio and the log of "unit flocculation time." * The optimal dilution is that which is equivalent to the designated dilution of serum, and is tabulated to show its distance from the zone of linearity indicated by the figures in bold faced type.
In Table I it will be seen that quite regularly, in the region where antibody concentration is 3 to 4 or more times the equivalent or optimal amount, the velocity of flocculation is very neatly a linear function of the antigen dilutions, except for very high dilutions where beginning flocculation is more difficult to detect, and where possibly the solubility of the precipitate may play a r61e, some deviations, not always in the same direction, appear.
A physicochemical interpretation of this observation may be based on yon Schmoluchowski's (8) theory of the velocity of colloidal floccutation which accounts very well for figures obtained with a number of inorganic sots, using only the assumptions of the kinetic theory. He distinguishes "rapid," and "slow" flocculation. In the latter it is assumed that not all collisions of particles result in union. For this case he has
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Where ~0 = the number of particles per unit volume originally. :E, = the number of particles per unit volume after the lapse of the time, t. D --the velocity constant of Brownian movement of the original particles. R --the radius of the sphere of attraction of each original particle. E = the fraction of collisions resulting in union.
In applying this equation to the flocculation of antigen-antibody mixtures we are hampered by not knowing the magnitude of the factor e; but it evidently must depend upon the amount of antibody combined with a molecule or particle of antigen. It seems reasonable to assume that with a sufficient excess of antibody a maximal change in the surface properties of the primary aggregate is produced. We suspect that this is not far from the point of maximal coating with those (most avid?) molecules of antibody which most faithfully and completely refect the antigenic pattern.
Making this assumption it follows that the factor e, whatever its value, will be constant in this region of antibody excess and may be combined with the other constants. Let 4~RDe --a, and expression
The degree of particulation for which we look in optimal proportion titrations is the point at which particles have just become visible to the observer under the conditions of test, or in other words, the particles have reached a certain size. Since the particles in all the tubes of a series are identical in size initially, the time required for them to reach 19 X the original size, will be the time for the total number of particles, Z,, to become equal to ~,o/fl. The accelerating action of shaking or partially immersing the tubes in a water bath to produce convection currents, is well known. Our routine technic in the above experiments involved one-third immersion in a water bath at 37°C. Freundlich (3) has derived an equation which expresses the effect of stirring on flocculations:
where ~_ is the ratio of the number of particles which collide because of the stirring to the number which collide because of Brownian motion, as above; n is the viscosity, N is Avogadro's number, du/dz is the velocity gradient caused by the stirring, R is the gas constant, T is the absolute temperature. It is seen that the effect of stirring increases as the third power of the radius of the particles. Eagle (2) has pointed out certain implications of this. The chief point of interest for our purpose is that the expression of Freundlich evidently leads to the conclusion that the accelerating effect of stirring will be proportionally the same for all dilutions of antigen in this region. 1 i This is shown as follows. Let the time for the average particle size in tube a to increase from w' to w" be t J, and the time for the change from w" to w" be ta". In any other tube, b, the time required for the same changes in size w' to w" and w" to w" will be lb' and tb". If we make the size interval small enough, we may assume that the introduction of stirring now divides t~' by a certain factor, d, which from the Freundlich expression, will simply be proportional to w'. Similarly to" will be divided by c" depending on tb". Since we are by hypothesis dealing with the same size intervals in tube b, the times h' and tb" will be divided by the same factors c' and c". Above it was shown that t~/tb = v,/v~, for any If we could evaluate ,, it should be possible to predict the velocity of flocculation for the entire range of antibody and antigen concentrations although it is likely that an arbitrary constant, perhaps different for each individual serum, would have to be included to allow for certain unknown and variable factors as viscosity, "avidity" etc. The most obvious assumption would be that , is proportional to the fraction of the surface of each molecule of antigen which is covered by "denatured" antibody. It should be possible to check this assumption approximately and tests are being made. It would still be necessary to find an expression connecting the proportion of the surface covered with the relative amounts of antibody and antigen added to the mixture. In other words, we need two relations, Thus it is evident that the relative times required in tubes containing different concentrations of antigen will remain the same, since we are dealing with the same change in particle size in each tube. ingly small quantities of antigens, 5 to 10 gamma, much smaller than would be required for chemical analysis or for a determination of the Dean and Webb optimum. Also, it is uncertain whether residual antibody, attached to the antigen to be estimated, might not influence the optimum, whereas in the above method any residual antibody would have no effect, as an excess sufficient to ensure maximal coating of the antigen molecules is added anyway.
SUMMARY
Attention is called to a phase of antigen-antibody reactions in which the times of flocculation arc linearly proportional to the dilutions of antigen (region of considerable antibody excess), and a theoretical interpretation is offered.
